### Universidad Tecnológica de Mérida Course List

#### International Admissions approved credit conversion rate: each course = 2 ASU credits each, based on credits/grade (*Credit conversion is subject to change at time of admission depending on official transcript from Institution, equivalences are dependent on sufficient credit hours*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Content Similar to that of ASU</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSD1001</td>
<td>Introduction to the University</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Recognize their learning skills and identify the tools provided by the University to potentiate them, to establish a life and career plan according to their purpose in life, and to develop strategies to successfully fulfill them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS1013</td>
<td>Principles of Well-Being and Happiness</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the basic concepts of happiness and emotions and apply the tools derived from these principles in their daily lives for the benefit of their own health and well-being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPV1004</td>
<td>Verbal Skills</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Develop the necessary skills to adequately express themselves orally and in writing in order to establish an effective interpersonal communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTHP1804</td>
<td>Legal Resources</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Develop analytical skills, reasoning, fact application, graphic and spatial discrimination in order to increase their ability to solve problems in real life and have a logical sequential thinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTSO1801</td>
<td>Introduction to the University Elective Credit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Students will be able to: Recognize their computer skills to potentiate their academic and professional development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTTI1803</td>
<td>Information Technology Governance Elective Credit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand and solve problems involving concepts fundamental and integral calculus in order to solve real life problems by applying these disciplines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTAO1804</td>
<td>Multi-Logic</td>
<td>MAT Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand and solve problems involving concepts fundamental and integral calculus in order to solve real life problems by applying these disciplines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCO1901</td>
<td>Ethics and Accountability</td>
<td>ACC Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Analyze and use accounting and costing systems to estimate the cost of a product or service, valuing inventories, keep track of taxes and payrolls, calculate profit in order to know if a business / company is profitable, and to identify areas of efficiency in the management of the company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTAD1801</td>
<td>Business Process Management Elective Credit</td>
<td>MGT Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Identify their learning skills and identify the tools provided by the University to potentiate them, to establish a life and career plan according to their purpose in life, and to develop strategies to successfully fulfill them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTTI1803</td>
<td>Introduction to Software Engineering</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the basic concepts of happiness and emotions and apply the tools derived from these principles in their daily lives for the benefit of their own health and well-being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTTI1814</td>
<td>Network Administration Upper Division</td>
<td>IFT Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Develop the planning of a project using tools, techniques and standard for the optimization of processes and resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTTI1815</td>
<td>Operating Systems</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the components of a computer operating system with a processor and multiprocessor, single-user and multiprocessor, by learning the basics of an operating system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTTI1811</td>
<td>Introduction to Software Engineering</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Develop the planning of a project using tools, techniques and standard for the optimization of processes and resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTAD1802</td>
<td>Business Process Management Elective Credit</td>
<td>MGT Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Develop the planning of a project using tools, techniques and standard for the optimization of processes and resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTTI1816</td>
<td>Business Process Management Elective Credit</td>
<td>OGL Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Develop the planning of a project using tools, techniques and standard for the optimization of processes and resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTTI1812</td>
<td>Object-Oriented Programming</td>
<td>CSS Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the characteristics of enterprise information systems to select effectively as a solution to a problem the company through the different types of system, assessment and selection and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTTI1808</td>
<td>Databases</td>
<td>Upper Division OGL Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the fundamental theory of databases for building a database through the analysis of the fundamentals of information banks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDA1805</td>
<td>Business Information Systems</td>
<td>Upper Division CSS Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the characteristics of enterprise information systems to select effectively as a solution to a problem the company through the different types of system, assessment and selection and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDA1810</td>
<td>Information Technology Project Management</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the characteristics of enterprise information systems to select effectively as a solution to a problem the company through the different types of system, assessment and selection and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDA1814</td>
<td>Network Administration</td>
<td>Upper Division IFT Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the characteristics of enterprise information systems to select effectively as a solution to a problem the company through the different types of system, assessment and selection and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDA1819</td>
<td>Basics of Networking</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Develop the planning of a project using tools, techniques and standard for the optimization of processes and resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDA1820</td>
<td>Introduction to Information Systems</td>
<td>CSS Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the characteristics of enterprise information systems to select effectively as a solution to a problem the company through the different types of system, assessment and selection and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZA1805</td>
<td>Evaluation of Projects and Funding Sources</td>
<td>Upper Division MGT Department Elective, OGL Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the characteristics of enterprise information systems to select effectively as a solution to a problem the company through the different types of system, assessment and selection and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTA1801</td>
<td>Financial Administration</td>
<td>Upper Division CSS Department Elective</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understanding the basic concepts of happiness and emotions and apply the tools derived from these principles in their daily lives for the benefit of their own health and well-being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTAO1804</td>
<td>Verbal Skills</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Develop the necessary skills to adequately express themselves orally and in writing in order to establish an effective interpersonal communication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Industrial and Systems Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Content Similar to that of ASU</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSD1001</td>
<td>Introduction to the University</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Recognize their learning skills and identify the tools provided by the University to potentiate them, to establish a life and career plan according to their purpose in life, and to develop strategies to successfully fulfill them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS1013</td>
<td>Principles of Well-Being and Happiness</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Understand the basic concepts of happiness and emotions and apply the tools derived from these principles in their daily lives for the benefit of their own health and well-being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPV1004</td>
<td>Verbal Skills</td>
<td>Elective Credit</td>
<td>Students will be able to: Develop the necessary skills to adequately express themselves orally and in writing in order to establish an effective interpersonal communication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LTMA1808 Logical Mathematical Reasoning Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Develop analytical skills, reasoning facts, application, graphic and spatial discrimination in order to increase their ability to solve problems in real life and have a logical sequential thinking.

TTIS1803 Digital Skills Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Recognize their computer skills to potentiate their academic and professional developments.

LTMA1804 Math Basics MAT Department Elective
Students will be able to: Understand and solve problem involving concepts, mathematical principles and integral calculus in order to solve real-life problems by applying these principles.

TQT1801 Costs and Accountability ACC Department Elective
Students will be able to: Analyze and use accounting and costing systems in order to estimate the cost of product or service, valuing inventories, keep track of expenses, report statements, and select methods and measuring instruments for quality assurance.

TUP1801 Effective Communication Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Identify and describe the important and dynamic elements in the application of knowledge and basic tools of physics for further application in real life.

TQN1801 Basics of Management Upper Division STP Department Elective
Students will be able to: Analyze and understand the fundamentals and dynamics of management, in order to promote continuous improvement through the reduction of process variabilities, waste and control variability, and identify areas of opportunity to increase organizational performance.

TQN1802 Physics II, Fluids, Heat and Optics CSM Department Elective
Students will be able to: Understand and explain the various events involving concepts of vector addition and calculus with different variables in order to find the solution of problems in the area of engineering.

TN1801 Manufacturing Process Upper Division PHI Department Elective
Students will be able to: Learn the different conventional manufacturing processes, select machines based on geometric attributes, purchase or modify existing or new equipment, to the manufacture, specify the tooling and operating parameters for producing products, and select and calibrate the instruments for quality assurance.

TQN1803 Operations Research Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Apply quantitative forecasting methods to support the decision-making process in various environments, properly using tools and methodologies of parametric statistics and appropriate computer programs.

TN1805 Statistical Analysis and Decision Making Upper Division CSE Department Elective
Students will be able to: Understand and identify the basic elements of systems in business and their applications inside and outside the organizational environment in order to achieve competitive advantage based on information systems.

TQN1806 Professional and Citizenship Ethics Upper Division PHI Department Elective
Students will be able to: Understand and apply the principles of ethics and how to use them in the professional and social environment.

TDFP1801 Business Project Implementation Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Design the necessary manufacturing equipment to improve the workflow of the project and the project should achieve, the overall goal and document analysis results according to the characteristics of the company.

TDFP1802 Business Project Monitoring Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Identify and analyze the procurement and management of a project, coordinate resources and manage changes to ensure project quality.

TN1806 Analysis of Risk Processes IE Department Elective
Students will be able to: Under one or more formats, identify the risks of an enterprise and determine the importance of the impact of the risk and the strategy for its management.

TDFP1803 Systems Thinking Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Formulate and develop simulation models to represent the behavior of a system using programming packages.

TDFP1804 Regulation Techniques and Conflict Management Upper Division MGT Department Elective
Students will be able to: Identify and design standards that consider human factors, in order to improve working conditions and prevent accidents.

TN1807 Corporate Project: Implementation Upper Division DOM Department Elective
Students will be able to: Design projects for automation of manufacturing systems through the selection of production elements and automation levels, to increase competitiveness of a specific product.

TN1808 Analysis of Manufacturing Systems Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Select the manufacturing system, through resource optimization, in order to create an automatic and flexible manufacturing of a product.

TN1809 Design of Manufacturing Systems Upper Division DOM Department Elective
Students will be able to: Design manufacturing systems through the selection of production elements and automation levels, to increase competitiveness of a specific product.

TQT1804 Data Analysis and Control of Quality Systems Upper Division DOM Department Elective
Students will be able to: Establish standards that consider human factors, in order to improve working conditions and prevent accidents.

TQT1805 Analysis, Improvement and Control of Quality Systems Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Evaluate variability in a process or change and improve the quality of a process to achieve the expected results.

TQT1806 Lean Manufacturing Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Learn the different conventional manufacturing processes, select machines based on geometric attributes, purchase or modify existing or new equipment, to the manufacture, specify the tooling and operating parameters for producing products, and select and calibrate the instruments for quality assurance.

TQT1807 Information Technology in Organizations CSM Department Elective
Students will be able to: Understand and apply the principles of ethics and how to use them in the professional and social environment.

TQT1808 Developing of a Manufacturing Systems Automation Project Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Learn the different conventional manufacturing processes, select machines based on geometric attributes, purchase or modify existing or new equipment, to the manufacture, specify the tooling and operating parameters for producing products, and select and calibrate the instruments for quality assurance.

TQT1809 Logistics Operations and Administration of Global Supply Chain SCM Department Elective
Students will be able to: Propose optimization of the supply chain of an organization or service through the application of logistics algorithms, in order to strengthen its value chain and reduce costs, and improve quality and timely delivery.

TQT1810 Six Sigma Elective Credit
Students will be able to: Define the Six Sigma project in order to improve the quality of a process or change and improve the quality of a process to achieve the expected results.
Students will be able to: Develop a plan for managing manufacturing systems, through the analysis of environmental and economic impacts, in order to design, optimize production and enhance the competitiveness of a specific product.

Students will be able to: Design a strategy for physical distribution of storage and workstations, through production requirements, in order to increase the efficiency of production lines ensuring streamlines and waste.

Students will be able to: Develop a plan for managing manufacturing systems, through the analysis of environmental and economic impacts, in order to design, optimize production and enhance the competitiveness of a specific product.

Students will be able to: Develop a strategy for physical distribution of storage and workstations, through production requirements, in order to increase the efficiency of production lines ensuring streamlines and waste.

Students will be able to: Understand how to obtain a part with functionality by distinguishing processes, machines and tools in order to manufacture precision parts.

Students will be able to: Design and implement marketing strategies in new media through an online marketing campaign in order to improve its image in the market.

Students will be able to: Analyze the strategies of social networks for digital marketing through an online marketing campaign in order to improve its image in the market.

Students will be able to: Design and implement marketing strategies in new media through an online marketing campaign in order to improve its image in the market.
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 Students will be able to: Design and implement marketing strategies in new media through an online marketing campaign in order to improve its image in the market.
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Students will be able to:  Develop strategies for observation, listening, communication and management of the sales process based on such active listening, in order to eventually manage the relationship with customers that are key to the company.

Students will be able to: Develop strategic sales plans including sales force practices, their organization, motivation and training through sales management, in order to obtain the results of operations.

Students will be able to: Develop strategies for the development and analysis of the sales process, its administration and control, based on an integrative strategic sales project.

Students will be able to: Translate a business idea into an investment plan through financial and financial validation to present a business model.

Students will be able to: Propose strategies that transform the management and retention of talent in the organization, through tools and methods of intervention in professional situations.

Students will be able to: Identify innovative ideas and their validation in the target audience.

Students will be able to: Identify the main characteristics of a successful entrepreneur, knowing the importance that a company follows, and the strategies that allow it to be a good entrepreneur.

Students will be able to: Implement theories and models of positive psychology, in communities, in order to promote positive changes that lead to individual and collective well-being.

Students will be able to: Implement theories and models of positive psychology, in communities, in order to promote positive changes that lead to individual and collective well-being.

Students will be able to: Apply quantitative forecasting methods that support the development of the strategy, the basic tools of marketing -- consumer behavior, and the possibilities that businesses have to position themselves in vantage segments.

Students will be able to: Learn how to obtain financial resources through the use of analysis and forecasting tools for the development of an investment project and the evaluation of the expected returns.
Students will be able to:  Apply quantitative forecasting methods that support the
and better supports the organizational goals will be established.
market and segmentation research, and positioning -- will be applied; moreover, the
strategy for a Mexican business under an ethical, consumer-oriented perspective. For
of those chains.
and the possibilities that businesses have to position themselves in vantage segments
of the target audience.
organizational environment in order to achieve competitive advantages based on the
systems within the companies, as well as their applications within and without the
productive process of an organization efficient.
all of that with the goal of making
well as the creation of value within organizations through their main processes
Students will be able to:  Understand the importance and scope of this discipline, as
recipients to have an excellent understanding [of the communicated ideas].
thoughts in an effective way, and to appropriately use digital media in order for the
realize such plan successfully.
students to have an excellent understanding of the communicated ideas.
express the medium and long-term business goals that they want to reach, and the
way in which they plan to reach them.
Students will be able to:  Design the strategic and operational plans for a company
using internal analysis, sector analysis and prospective analysis tools to be able to
execute the medium and long-term business goals that they want to reach, and the
way they plan to achieve them.
importance of planning, and the techniques and strategies that can be used to have
successful negotiations, as well as for conflict resolution.
Students will be able to:  Implement the processes of marketing and control in a
project, coordinate resources, and manage changes in order to ensure the quality of
the project.
Students will be able to:  Evaluate project methodologies, and stimulate people, market,
and businesses' economies by using the economic analysis in order to enhance the
economies.
Financial Statement Analysis
Upper Division ACC Department Elective

Students will be able to:  Understand the importance, function and impact of balance
management within the organizations in order to apply organization management and
development of human capital.

Professor's Notes:

1. Students will be able to: Recognize their learning skills and identify the tools
provided by the University to potentiate them and be able to establish a personal and
professional life plan according to their life purpose, and develop strategies to enjoy
harmonious work environment fostered by teamwork and positive interpersonal
influence, motivate and push collaborators towards the achieving of goals within a
harmonious work environment fostered by team work and positive interpersonal
relationships.

Master of Science in Business Administration

Students will be able to:  Do the planning of a project using tools, techniques and
strategies that the organization is in order to apply it to the design of a business or organization through
for this subject.

Student's Feedback:

1. Students will be able to:  Understand the importance, function and impact of balance
management within the organizations in order to apply organization management and
development of human capital.

Student's Notes:

1. Students will be able to:  Do the planning of a project using tools, techniques and
strategies that the organization is in order to apply it to the design of a business or organization through
for this subject.

Professor's Notes:

1. Students will be able to:  Understand the importance, function and impact of balance
management within the organizations in order to apply organization management and
development of human capital.

Student's Feedback:

1. Students will be able to:  Do the planning of a project using tools, techniques and
strategies that the organization is in order to apply it to the design of a business or organization through
for this subject.

Student's Notes:

1. Students will be able to:  Understand the importance, function and impact of balance
management within the organizations in order to apply organization management and
development of human capital.

Professor's Notes:

1. Students will be able to:  Do the planning of a project using tools, techniques and
strategies that the organization is in order to apply it to the design of a business or organization through
for this subject.

Student's Feedback:

1. Students will be able to:  Understand the importance, function and impact of balance
management within the organizations in order to apply organization management and
development of human capital.
Students will be able to: establish a legal and managerial framework of international distribution of a Mexican product based on the needs of the parties and the appropriate use of logistics in order to determine the supply chain and next steps to obtain an enhanced productivity and cost effectiveness, and satisfy the clients in the market.

Course Title: Project Planning
Department: MGT
Student will be able to: set the planning of a project using tools, techniques and international standards for the organization of processes and resources.

Course Title: Management of Leadership Styles
Department: Upper Division DGL
Student will be able to: develop and apply appropriate leadership skills, behaviors and styles to influence, motivate and encourage employees towards the achievement of objectives within a harmonious work environment fostered by teamwork and positive interpersonal relationships.

Course Title: Project Planning and Execution
Department: Upper Division MGT
Student will be able to: analyze the benefit of a project plan according to the goals set for the project, and evaluate the impact of the project on the company and its strategic importance, in order to execute purchase strategies that maximize the value of the purchase for the business, and reduce risk through implementing the process.

Course Title: Logistics Operations Management
Department: Upper Division SCM
Student will be able to: manage effectively and efficiently the application of concepts, methods and techniques of logistics operations management to arrange the transportation, distribution, inventory, and storage.

Course Title: Purchasing Basics and Management
Department: Upper Division SCM
Student will be able to: understand the importance of the process of supply within a company and of its strategic importance in order to execute purchase strategies that maximize the value of the purchase for the business, and reduce risk through implementing the process.

Course Title: Negotiation Techniques and Conflict Management
Department: Upper Division MGT
Student will be able to: apply the tools that are more appropriate for international conflict analysis and forecasting tools for the development of an idea or business model.

Course Title: Financial Management
Department: Upper Division FIN
Student will be able to: learn and apply the main project evaluation techniques, selecting their scope and time line in different situations, avoiding problems in project implementation, and offering solutions to possible problems of the project.

Course Title: Financial Management
Department: Upper Division FIN
Student will be able to: analyze and identify crimes and their sanctions in general terms through the fundamentals of law and criminal theory, in order to make an analysis of its influence on contemporary legislation, in order to make an analysis of its influence on contemporary legislation.

Course Title: International Law
Department: Upper Division LES
Student will be able to: structure any type of information, using the tools and knowledge acquired, in a practical and simple way, so that it is easily understood by the audience to which it is addressed.

Course Title: Business Project Planning
Department: MGT
Student will be able to: understand the basic concepts of happiness and emotions and apply the tools that derive from these principles in their daily lives for the benefit of their own well-being and health.

Course Title: Business Project Monitoring
Department: Upper Division MGT
Student will be able to: develop and apply leadership skills, behaviors and styles to influence, motivate and encourage employees towards the achievement of objectives within a harmonious work environment fostered by teamwork and positive interpersonal relationships.

Course Title: Business Project Evaluation
Department: Upper Division MGT
Student will be able to: understand the basic concepts of happiness and emotions and apply the tools that derive from these principles in their daily lives for the benefit of their own well-being and health.

Course Title: Business Project Planning
Department: Upper Division MGT
Student will be able to: understand the basic concepts of happiness and emotions and apply the tools that derive from these principles in their daily lives for the benefit of their own well-being and health.

Course Title: Management and Leadership Styles
Department: Upper Division DGL
Student will be able to: develop and apply appropriate leadership skills, behaviors and styles to influence, motivate and encourage employees towards the achievement of objectives within a harmonious work environment fostered by teamwork and positive interpersonal relationships.

Course Title: Business Project Planning
Department: Upper Division MGT
Student will be able to: understand the basic concepts of happiness and emotions and apply the tools that derive from these principles in their daily lives for the benefit of their own well-being and health.

Course Title: Corporate Project Planning
Department: Upper Division MGT
Student will be able to: develop and apply appropriate leadership skills, behaviors and styles to influence, motivate and encourage employees towards the achievement of objectives within a harmonious work environment fostered by teamwork and positive interpersonal relationships.

Course Title: Corporate Project Monitoring
Department: Upper Division MGT
Student will be able to: analyze and identify crimes and their sanctions in general terms through the fundamentals of law and criminal theory, in order to make an analysis of its influence on contemporary legislation, in order to make an analysis of its influence on contemporary legislation.
The student will be able to: Recognize their learning skills and identify the tools provided by the University to empower them and establish a life and career plan according to their life purpose and develop strategies to enjoy studying successfully.

LTHU1801 Introduction to the University Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Understand the basic concepts of happiness and emotions and apply the tools that derive from these principles in their daily lives for the benefit of their own well-being and health.

TPS1803 Principles of Well-Being and Happiness Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Master the necessary skills to express themselves orally and in writing in order to establish effective interpersonal communication.

TPIH1604 Verbal Skills Seminar Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Recognize their computational skills to enhance their academic and professional development.

TTIS1803 Digital Skills Seminar Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Apply and relate the main biostatistical tools for the analysis of research studies in the field of education.

LTMA1801 Biostatistics STP Department Elective

The student will be able to: Develop, through a psychopedagogical diagnosis, an intervention proposal at the individual level that improves human and psychological development in educational contexts.

TEDA1614 Design and Development of Teaching Material Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Understand the paradigms of education to achieve an effective learning environment.

LTDH1802 Personality, Motivation and Efficiency Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Recognize their learning skills and identify the tools provided by the University to empower them and establish a life and career plan according to their life purpose and develop strategies to enjoy studying successfully.

LTHU1801 Introduction to the University Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Understand and explain the structures, foundations and processes of the development of logical and critical thinking, as well as the argumentation, necessary for the development of effective oral communication.

TBS1801 Logical Thinking and Argumentation PhD Department Elective

The student will be able to: Develop an intervention proposal at the individual or group level, through a psychopedagogical diagnosis, to solve learning problems.

TADA1611 Project Planning I MGT Department Elective, OGL Department Elective

The student will be able to: Develop the characteristics of a quality teacher, to a particular type of participant.

TU1814 Profile of Model Teachers Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Propose a skills-based training program aimed at the development of logical and critical thinking, as well as the argumentation, necessary for the development of effective oral communication.

TEDA1614 Design and Development of Teaching Material Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Select the basic concepts of pedagogy and the fundamentals of general teaching to design the didactic strategy of a course in different learning environments.

TEDT1803 Pedagogy and General Teaching Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Master the necessary skills to express themselves orally and in writing in order to establish effective interpersonal communication.

TPIH1604 Verbal Skills Seminar Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Develop an intervention proposal at the individual or group level, through a psychopedagogical diagnosis, to solve learning problems.

TADA1611 Project Planning I MGT Department Elective, OGL Department Elective

The student will be able to: Develop and apply appropriate leadership skills, behaviors and styles to influence, motivate and encourage employees towards the achievement of objectives within a harmonious work environment fostered by teamwork and positive interpersonal relationships.

TLED1603 Education and Development Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Develop, through a psychopedagogical diagnosis, an intervention proposal at the individual level that improve human and psychological development in the educational field.

TLEC1612 Design and Development of Teaching Material Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Develop, through a psychopedagogical diagnosis, an intervention proposal at the individual or group level to solve learning problems in adolescents and adults.

TADA1606 Modern Theories of Teaching Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Develop and apply appropriate leadership skills, behaviors and styles to influence, motivate and encourage employees towards the achievement of objectives within a harmonious work environment fostered by teamwork and positive interpersonal relationships.

TLED1603 Education and Development Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Propose, understand and relate the main biostatistical tools for the analysis of research studies in the field of education.
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TADA1611 Project Planning I MGT Department Elective, OGL Department Elective

The student will be able to: Develop the characteristics of a quality teacher, to a particular type of participant.

TU1814 Profile of Model Teachers Elective Credit

The student will be able to: Propose, understand and relate the main biostatistical tools for the analysis of research studies in the field of education.
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The student will be able to: Develop, through a psychopedagogical diagnosis, an intervention proposal at the individual level that improve human and psychological development in the educational field.
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